Rheological properties of elastomeric nanocomposites with organically modified Montmorillonite clays, as possible replacements or supplements to classical active fillers, such as carbon black or silica, have been intensively studied in recent years. Possessing large specific surface areas acquired through the melt-mixing processes of elastomeric intercalation and subsequent filler exfoliation, the clay particles have indeed proved to be highly eligible reinforcing and thermally stabilizing ingredients for application in elastomers. In fact, their performance has shown to be in many respects superior to that of classical fillers, particularly owing to some unusual, though beneficial, exhibited properties. Namely, apart from uncommonly high surface activity, manifested by creation of a host of van der Waals type secondary linkages with elastomer molecules, the main curiosity of clay filler is its dissipative action. Using dynamic mechanical functions under different deformational and temperature conditions, as means for rheological characterization of nanocomposites, the foregoing nano-scale traits are clearly reflected in substantial stiffness at low strains and, unexpectedly, dwindling energy loss with increasig filler content and/or decreasing temperature. Besides, rheological analysis of this kind, together with appropriate theoretical grounds, has enabled elucidation of peculiar conduct, as well as macroscopic insight into the very nature of secondary interactions in elastomers.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the prevalent reinforcing and thermally stabilizing additives to elastomers are surface active fillers, mostly carbon black and silica. Their action through filler-filler and elastomerfiller interaction mechanisms, including mutual linkage formation and internal friction, is rather well understood [1] . In recent years, however, interest has also grown in other classes of reinforcing nanoscale fillers, especially certain large surface area clays, which can, in relatively small amounts, effectively replace classical active fillers in elastomers [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In the course of preparing an elastomer/clay composite, the characteristic nano-mixing processes of elastomeric intercalation into filler and subsequent filler exfoliation provide conditions for establishment of a multitude of multifunctional, van der Waals type secondary linkages among clay particles and rubber molecules, thus creating a three-dimensional secondary network. Even though the weak elastomer-filler interaction causes the secondary network to be highly susceptible to variations of strain and temperature, its role as a major bearing structure of any acting deformational force is essential for uncrosslinked, as well as covalently crosslinked composites.
A regular trait of secondary networks possessing ample linkage densities are high values of their low strain and moderate temperature moduli of elasticity. But the networks' fragile nature due to linkage weakness is manifested as a growing, energy dissipative structural breakdown with increasing strain and/or temperature. Representing a common feature of secondary elastomeric systems, the network breakdown process can be pursued and examined rheologically, since any structural alteration caused by linkage density change is directly reflected in corresponding rheological properties. The latter are expressible in several ways, but for this purpose a particularly eligible approach is observing strain, filler content and temperature dependence of the compositesd ynamic mechanical functions, i.e. the storage and loss moduli of elasticity. Appropriate here is application of oscillating shear strain because the elasticity moduli are well defined over a large range of this type deformation.
This work presents the results of rheological study of ethylene-propylene-diene rubber (EPDM) composites with organically modified Montmorillonite clays in terms of their dynamic mechanical function conduct during deformation and temperature interference. The meaning and relevance of the results are elucidated by a generalized, statistical mechanics based model of a secondary network mechanical and thermal decay, also enabling determination of characteristic energies for these nanoscale processes in elastomers [6] .
THEORETICAL
Despite the weakness of the so-formed elastomer-filler secondary linkages in comparison with, say ionic or covalent bonding, their energies ranging typically within 5 -80 kJ/mol, the composite rheological properties are essentially affected by their abundance in secondary networks. Theory of rubber elasticity predicts the modulus of elasticity, or storage modulus in the case of oscillating strain, to be proportional to the intermolecular linkage density and temperature, regardless of the linkage nature [7] . High linkage density, therefore, results in high moduli of elasticity. The role of secondary linkage density in uncrosslinked elastomeric composites is obvious, but it is equally fundamental in covalently crosslinked systems, by far exceeding a typical covalent linkage density of the latter, at least at low strains and moderate temperatures. Secondary networks, however, are strongly sensitive to conditional changes, by undergoing considerable breakdown already at relatively small increase in strain and/or temperature, an occurrence otherwise experienced by covalent networks under much severer circumstances.
EFFECT OF STRAIN
From statistical thermodynamics of random crosslinked elastomeric networks it is well known that such networks are not to be depicted as ordered three-dimensional structures with regularly repeated topological patterns, but, rather, as highly irregular, both topologically and spacially [8] . It is plausible, however, to imagine somewhat improved network regularity with increased intermolecular linkage density, as in the case of secondary crosslinking, by obtaining generally shorter chain vectors, i.e. distance vectors between topologically adjacent linkages, and subsequently their narrower distribution. Nevertheless, due to existing chain vector distribution, upon strain-ing a secondary network, not all of the linkages are equally stressed by pendent chains at a given strain. Assuming rupture of a linkage to occur when acted upon by critically stressed pendent chains, i.e. imparting critical (breaking) force, this condition will at each strain be attained only for a certain fraction of existing linkages, meaning that the network breakdown will at first evolve progressively with increasing strain and then slow down, lasting until the network is completely destroyed. It should be noted, though, that if such a shattered network is left at rest, the secondary linkages are gradually reinstated and so the network restored, which never happens in the case of broken covalently bonded systems.
In rheological terms the strain-induced secondary network breakdown is described by dependence of dynamic mechanical functions on strain amplitude at constant frequency and temperature. Thus with increasing strain, the storage modulus, proportional to the dwindling secondary linkage density, monotonically decreases from initially high and nearly constant value at low strains towards a low but finite asymptotic terminal value. In accordance with chain vector sizes and their distributions pertaining to different linkage densities, the incipiently higher storage moduli of more filled composites should start declining earlier and faster than those of less filled composites. These differences, however, are expected to diminish with growing strain, to plausibly vanish at high strains, when the network breakdown is completed.
If, as an energy dissipation mechanism during deformation, only the secondary linkage breakdown were considered, then the loss modulus, representing the measure for energy lost in deformation process, would at any strain be proportional to the linkage density change. It would thus first increase up to a maximum, when the network breakdown rate is greatest, and then, similarly as the storage modulus, asymptotically decrease towards a low finite value.
Yet, the loss modulus is also affected by internal friction, the inevitable energy dissipative mechanism with intensity strongly depen-dent on strain rate, i.e. on combination of strain amplitude and frequency in the case of oscillating deformation. The total dissipated energy therefore stems from contributions of both mechanisms, the linkage decay and internal friction, individually prevailing at high and low strains, respectively, within frequency range typical of composite application.
Using statistical mechanics of chain molecules along with a few conceivable assumptions, a detailed analysis of a secondary network breakdown statistics has yielded the following expressions for the strain amplitude dependence of the storage and loss moduli for shear deformational mode at constant frequency and temperature, G'(g) and G''(g) [6] :
where G' 0 and G'' max are the initial storage modulus (at g = 0) and the maximum loss shear modulus (at g = g max ), respectively, R the gas constant, T the temperature and W(g) a strain dependent material quantity with the unit of energy (per mol), termed characteristic energy for secondary network mechanical breakdown. As can be noticed, these equations predict G'(g) and G''(g) to approach zero at high strains instead of actual finite values G' • and G'' • , respectively, which strictly should be considered by adding these terms to the right-hand side. For all practical purposes, however, G'(g) >> G' • and G''(g) >> G'' • , so that the approximation made is really harmless. Strain amplitude dependence of the storage and loss moduli during a typical strain-induced secondary network breakdown as given by Eqs. 1 and 2 (i.e. without consideration of internal friction) is schematically demonstrated in Figure 1 .
The characteristic energy W(g) monotonically decreases with increasing strain, which, regarding the secondary linkage nature, is to be plausibly expected. Its functional form is derived by detailed network breakdown analysis, yielding [6] :
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Volume 18 · Issue 5 where W 0 and W • are low and high strain limiting energies, easily determinable from Eqs. 1 or 2 and corresponding experimentally ascertained G'(g) or G''(g), respectively. They are independent of strain, but obviously depend on temperature and for a given elastomer on filler content. As shown later, their values lie within a range typical for energies of secondary interactions.
EFFECT OF FILLER CONTENT
By appropriate elastomer-filler mixing procedure, i.e. with molecular intercalation and filler exfoliation being accomplished, the performance of organo-modified clays in elastomeric composites is reinforcing, owing to both, formation of secondary linkages, as well as internal friction in the case of time-dependent deformation. Their performance also adds to enhancement of the composites' thermal stability by hindering molecular chain mobility, which is a general consequence of intermolecular linkage incorporation. In this respect, the action of clay filler is similar to that of classical active fillers, but as shown later with substantially higher surface activity.
Reinforcing effect of fillers in elastomers is manifested in a variety of ways, among them in dependence of elasticity moduli on filler content. To demonstrate this, it is convenient for the filler content to be given in terms of its volume fraction in a composite. In view of this, it is plausible to assume that intensity of intercalation and exfoliation processes depends on frictional forces during mixing and thus on surface area and volume of incipient filler particles. If so, it can be shown that the density of the resulting secondary linkages, say n, is related to the volume fraction of filler, f V , in the following manner: dn/df V = kn where k is a constant characteristic of elastomer/filler system. This also means that if V n is the basic volume element pertaining to a linkage, or its effective volume, then, through obvious relation df V =V n dn, it follows:
Solving the equation dn/n = kdf V generally requires consideration of filler content dependence of characteristic linkage breaking energy, but it is plain for zero strain state. Then, accounting for proportionality of linkage density and storage modulus, integration yields:
where G' 0 (0) is the zero strain storage modulus of elastomer without filler. This equation is strongly supported by experience. It can be noted that for small values of f V the exponential term may be expanded as: (5) This expansion reminds of the form (1 + af V + bf V 2 ) frequently used in attempts to describe reinforcing effect of classical fillers, such as carbon black [9] , as a semiempirical analogue to Einstein's description of vicosity of a liquid with low volume fraction of rigid, surface inactive spheres without hydrodynamic interaction and the constant a possessing the value of 5/2. The quadratic term with empirical constant b is added to account for surface activity and interaction. Description, of course, is more credible and accordance with experience better by Eq. 4 or its expansion in Eq. 5, using the actual value of the constant k, let alone the totally different premises on which the two approaches are based.
The effect of filler content on loss modulus, G''(f V ), on the other hand, is in the case of Montmorillonite clays completely unusual compared to that of classical fillers, actually, quite the opposite. Instead of increasing, as in the case of carbon black or silica, where it is ordinarily proportional to G' 0 (f V ), the maximum loss modulus, G'' max (f V ), decreases with increasing amount of nanofiller, which is particularly expressive at elevated temperatures. It seems, in fact, as if secondary linkages formed by clay acted in favour of resilience on one hand and suppression of energy dissipation mechanisms on the other, much like covalent crosslinks in elastomers do, except that the strain induced breakdown of the latter is not a regular process. Such atypical behaviour can obviously be attributed to distinctiveness of secondary linkage efficiency, not only by restraining somewhat internal friction, but also by some kind of partial retrieval of the energy released upon linkage breakdown. This latter argument arises from the fact that deformational breakdown of linkages is stronger at higher filler concentrations, yet yielding lesser energy dissipation. Possible explanation of the phenomenon on these grounds is presented later in the work. Nonetheless, it is remarkable to observe that the quantitative effect of filler content on G'
where k' is another constant, presumably related to k, if the foregoing picture is correct. Indeed, a simple energy balance analysis based on such premises gives (7) where a is a function of elastomer and filler properties, but not of their contents. From this it follows that the sum of the quantities k and k' is in general nearly constant, i.e. almost independent of filler content and temperature, equalling a exactly for low values of f V .
Finally, from the very origin of secondary linkages, i.e. their van der Waals nature [10] , it can be shown that at a given temperature the zero strain characteristic energy for mechanical linkage breakdown is proportional to the third power of zero strain secondary linkage density and, hence, to the third power of initial storage modulus. Specifically, the clay particles interacting with elastomer molecules are very thin leaflets of constant other two dimensions on the average. The only varying quantity, therefore, with respect to elastomer-clay linkage is the distance, say r, of elastomeric molecule from the plane of such a leaflet-shaped particle, as schematically shown in Figure 2 . Thus the fundamental volume element associated with a linkage and previously ascertained as V n = 1/kn, should be of a constant average lateral dimension or height and a base proportional to r 2 (circle, square). This means that the linkage density, given as n = 1/kV n , is proportional to r -2 . If then the linkages are of van der Waals type, their energy decreasing with the sixth power of the distance between linking elements, i.e. as r -6 the linkage breakdown energy is proportional to n 3 . Accounting for Eq. 4, this can be written as: (8) where W 0 (0) is the breakdown energy value for elastomer alone. The reverse is also possible: finding relation between W 0 (f V ) and G' 0 (f V ) leads to the nature of elastomer-filler interaction. Accordance of Eq. 8 with experience would confirm both, credibility of the model used, as well as the nature itself of secondary linkages produced by clay in elastomers. W • (f V ) on the other hand, is expected to be nearly constant or independent of f V since at strains of its validity the secondary network is virtually destroyed regardless of filler content.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
For given initial, or zero-strain storage moduli and maximum loss moduli of composites, the temperature dependence of their dynamic mechanical functions during mechanical secondary network breakdown is dictated by Eqs. 1-3. The effect, however, is not strong because the quantity W(g)/RT is nearly independent of temperature. Hence, at any strain, the forms of dynamic mechanical functions G'(g, T) and G''(g, T) are almost entirely due to temperature dependence of their magnitudes at g = 0 and g = g max , i.e the initial storage modulus G' 0 (T) and the maximum loss modulus G'' max (T), respectively.
Apart from earlier mentioned deformation and temperature dependent linkage density, denoted here n(g, T), the theory of rubber elasticity also predicts the storage modulus to depend on temperature explicitly, in fact to be proportional to it, i.e. G'(g, T) μ n(g, T)T. This is due to intensifying thermal molecular motion with increasing temperature, causing material to become stiffer, which is clearly evident for just covalently crosslinked elastomers. In the case of secondary networks, however, owing to much weaker linking, the temperature influence on linkage density is rather strong, particularly in covalently uncrosslinked elastomers. At a given temperature the secondary linkages form and decay in a dynamic equilibrium, their average density remaining constant. Depending on the
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Volume 18 · Issue 5 temperature change, the mean energy available for linkage rupture is either augmented or reduced and the equilibrium is established at another density. In covalently crosslinked elastomers this effect is somewhat less expressive because thermal motion is considerably alleviated by crosslinks.
It is not difficult to imagine an energy barrier that must be surpassed in order to break a secondary linkage. Accounting for natural (canonical) distribution of energy, statistical mechanics pictures such a process as thermally activated, or Arrhenius type, with a characteristic energy, E, representing the energy barrier height, termed activaton energy for the secondary network thermal breakdown. Namely, since at the temperature T the fraction of linkages possessing energy equal to or greater than E is equal to e (-E/RT) , the zero-strain density of existing linkages at this temperature, n 0 (T), then possesses a reciprocal form n 0 (T) μ e (E/RT) with values of E expected to be characteristic of secondary interactions. Considering this, at constant frequency the zero-strain storage modulus as a function of temperature, G' 0 (T), is subsequently given as [6] : (9) where C is a constant. Validity of this relation has experimentally been confirmed with high precision.
The temperature dependence of the maximum loss modulus, G'' max (T), is twofold as well, namely, due to network thermal breakdown and due to internal friction. Since both of these dissipative phenomena are of thermal activation nature, the Arrhenius functional form of G'' max (T) is essentially retained when the two are considered together. Their individual contributions are not precisely discernible, but the common activation energy represents a biased superposition of their separate effects. Again, the elastomeric nanocomposites with clay exhibit astonishing dissipative properties, entirely in contrast with those stemming from classical active fillers. Unlike in the case of carbon black or silica, energy dissipation increases with increasing temperature, which is markedly reflected in G'' max (T). The argument for such unconventional conduct seems to be analogous to the one envisioned for the effect of filler content. Similarly as high filler concentrations, low temperatures obviously hinder energy dissipative processes by reducing internal friction and, possibly, enhancing partial recovery of the breakdown-released energy. It turns out that the temperature dependence of the maximum loss modulus, G'' max (T), is well described by phenomenologically converse expression with respect to G' 0 (T): (10) where C' is another constant and E' the net activation energy of the above imagined processes. But if partial recovery of dissipated energy definitely occurs, the energies E and E' should somehow be related. This can be shown again by energy balance analysis, giving:
(11) with b depending on elastomer and filler characteristics, but not on temperature. Eq. 11 predicts near constancy of the sum of the energies E and E' with respect to filler content and temperature, equalling b for high temperatures. It is worth noting that the left-hand side of Eq. 11 may also be obtained by a conformational integral of the form:
which, in accordance with the foregoing scenario, represents the fraction of secondary linkages whose energy upon rupture could in part be recuperated.
As established in the case of filler influence, the characteristic network breaking energy W 0 is presumed to be proportional to the third power of G' 0 . Since the argument is similar in the temperature case, this proportionality is expected to be retained, with respect to Eq. 9 as:
where C'' is yet another constant. From this it can be inferred that W 0 will moderately decrease with increasing temperature at higher filler loadings, where activation energy E is expected to be higher. But for lower filler loadings, where E should be lower, the T 3 term may prevail to a certain extent, causing W 0 to slightly increase. Most important, though, agreement of Eq. 12 with experiment would confirm again the nature of elastomer-clay interactions, as well as contribute to credibility of the model.
The energy W • (T), on the other hand, is expected to slightly increase with temperature. Namely, since the elastomer-filler secondary network is destroyed, the only secondary mechanisms in power are formation and breakdown of molecular entanglements. The work needed to do this mechanically is in accordance with the theory of rubber elasticity proportional to temperature.
EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental part comprises preparation of elastomer/nanofiller composites and measurements of their dynamic mechanical functions under various conditions.
MATERIALS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION
Materials used were the following: 
MEASUREMENTS
Measurements of the sample density were needed in order to determine volume fractions of filler from the weight fractions. Measurements of the composite dynamic mechanical functions, i.e. the storage and loss shear moduli were performed by the instrument Rubber Process Analyser RPA 2000 (Alpha Technologies) within shear strain amplitude range of 0.01-5 and temperature range of 40-100°C at the frequency of 0.3 Hz. This constant frequency was chosen in order to remain within the plateau frequency zone in which dynamic mechanical functions of covalently crosslinked elastomers do not change considerably and which is the zone of composite practical application.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EFFECT OF STRAIN
Storage and loss shear moduli of the covalently crosslinked composites of different filler contents are at constant frequency and temperature given as a function of strain in Figures 3 and 4 . As can be seen, the agreement of the model, i.e. Eqs. 1 and 2 (curves), with experiment (points) is rather good. In fact, G'(g) and G''(g) at the temperature of 100°C are chosen for presentation intentionally, because at lower temperatures, G''(g) due to secondary network breakdown is somewhat screened by the effect of internal friction, which, as another energy dissipation generator, is not accounted for in this model. For a given filler level, intensity of internal friction, as a typical viscoelastic phenomenon, is rather strong at low temperatures and low strains in particular, but diminishes with increasing temperature, rendering G''(g) due to energy dissipated in the network breakdown process more explicit.
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Volume 18 · Issue 5 The values of the energies W 0 and W • obtained from rheological analysis and given in Figure 3 are expectedly within the range characteristic of secondary interactions. Whereas W 0 strongly increases with filler content, W • is understandably low and constant, since it represents a characteristic of a network that is totally destroyed, the incipient level of filler thus being irrelevant.
Observing Figure 3 , the strongest decrease in secondary linkage density and so in storage modulus with increasing strain is exhibited by the composite of the highest filler loading. This comes due to the shortest chain vectors, or distances between topologically adjacent linkages, in elastomeric matrix, which is also the cause for the shortest strain range of the composite´s linearity, or strain independence of its storage modulus. As this range increases with decreasing filler content, displaying maximum slopes at ever larger strains, it may be inferred that at a given filler level the chain vector distribution is fairly narrow. This, of course, means that the composite formation procedures, i.e. elastomeric intercalation and clay exfoliation during mixing, have yielded homogeneous filler particle distributions. It should be mentioned, though, that overshooting of strains of the greatest network breakdown rates with decreasing filler content never occurs in the case of classical fillers, e.g. carbon black and silica.
Apart from the foregoing, the qualitative action of clay nanofiller so far resembles that of classical active fillers. Quantitative difference, however, is in the fact that the same effect is produced by substantially lower amounts of clay. This can be attributed to finer filler particles forming more linkages per unit weight and, possibly, to greater linkage functionality. Such linkage efficiency is also, but in a rather atypical manner, reflected in strain induced energy dissipation manifested by the loss modulus in Figure 4 . Whereas the occurences of maxima in G''(g) are clearly correlated with the corresponding highest dwindling rates of G'(g), and the per-taining strains, by the model in an inverse relation with W 0 , decrease with increasing amount of filler accordingly, the G'' max values peculiarly exhibit the same trend: decrease as the filler content increases, thus ending similitude with classical fillers. In fact, such conduct is thoroughly the opposite to the one experienced with carbon black and silica, where G'' max and G' 0 are proportional to each other. Since the same effect is observed in all elastomeric composites with clay, the phenomenon must have an explanation totally differing from everything so far encountered. The effect is phenomenologically similar to the one observed in covalently crosslinked elastomers, where internal friction diminishes with increasing crosslink density. In the case of elastomer/clay networks, however, it seems that apart from hindrance of internal friction, which declines with increasing strain anyway, the energy released by the linkage breakdown is not entirely dissipated as heat, but, rather, partly restored in elastomeric molecules like some form of slingshot effect, thus enhancing further breakdown of the network. That would also explain the phenomenon in view of the fact that secondary networks with clay generally exhibit faster and more thorough breakdowns than those with carbon black or silica networks do. Moreover, as the linkage density decreases with decreasing amount of clay, the network breakdown process gradually slows down, leaving less energy for network replenishment and more to dissipation, which results in steady rise of G'' max . Although such explanation may be plausible it is of course not decisive.
Strain dependence of dynamic mechanical functions at different temperatures is for a covalently crosslinked composite of a fixed filler content demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6 . Secondary networks of such composites are somewhat less temperature sensitive than their uncrosslinked counterparts, particularly as the strain progresses, since both networks, the covalent and the secondary, tend to thermally stabilize themselves and each other. As shown in Figure 5 , relevant dif-
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Applied Rheology Volume 18 · Issue 5 ferences in G'(g) and corresponding values of W 0 due to variation of temperature are distinctly smaller than those obtained for variations in filler level, whereas W • slightly increases with temperature, as predicted. Similarly as in the case of decreasing filler content in Figure 3 , slight overshooting of maximum slope strains with increasing temperature can be observed, tentatively pointing to a form of filler-temperature superposition principle in these composites. Equivalent here would be high filler -low temperature states and vice versa. This is substantiated in Figure 6 by the exhibited increase in G'' max with increasing temperature, which is completely contrary to experience with classical fillers. If a high filler content and low temperature conditions are taken as hypothetically analogous, at least from the viewpoint of energy dissipation, then the explanation of such conduct is the same as in the filler content case. Intensified thermal motion at elevated temperatures impedes restoring of the breakdown-released energy, resulting in stronger dissipation and subsequently in higher maximum loss moduli. Although the differences are not great, they are sufficient enough to indicate entirely different mechanisms taking place in elastomer/clay nanocomposites. It should be noted in the end that low strain deviations from the theory, occurring due to internal friction, which is not accounted for in the model, have nothing to do with the foregoing behavioural reasoning.
EFFECT OF FILLER CONTENT
Although the effect of filler content is evident from Figures 3 and 4 , it is explicitly given by Eqs. Figure 7 for two temperatures. As can be seen, the displayed logarithmic plots of G' 0 , G'' max and W 0 versus volume fraction of filler are linear. The corresponding slopes are higher for the lower temperature, which is to be expected, considering the general pattern of G' 0 , G'' max and W 0 dependence on temperature. These results, including the obtained values of the constants k and k', are in good agreement with theoretical predictions and so consistent with explanation of the phenomena in terms of merely partial loss of generated energy upon secondary network breakdown. Additional work, however, will be needed to clarify and resolve this idiosyncrasy more thoroughly.
-8, their verification being demonstrated in
From the results given in Figure 7 it is further discernible that at both temperatures the logarithmic slope of W 0 (f V ) is close to three times that of G' 0 (f V ), denoting that W 0 is proportional to the cube of the linkage density, n 3 . Regarding assumptions of the model, this in turn means that the network breaking energy is proportional to r -6 , which is characteristic of van der Waals interaction between molecules of the mutual distance r. This result is interesting in itself, since it shows direct relation between fundamental, molecular-level effects and rheological properties without any structural details of interacting objects.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
The effect of temperature is already shown in Figures 5 and 6, but Figure 8 presents explicit verifications of Eqs. 9-12 for two different filler loadings. It is evident that the equations are highly correlated with experience, the corresponding activation energies possessing magnitudes characteristic of secondary interactions. Despite lying within appropriate range, these energies are in general considerably lower than those of mechanical network breakdown. The reason is that the energy barrier to be surpassed in order to break a secondary linkage is significantly lowered by covalent crosslinks, making the secondary network less susceptible to temperature changes.
In the case of G' 0 , the activation energy E expectedly decreases with decreasing amount of filler, to vanish almost completely for pure elastomer. The course in the case of G'' max is quite the opposite, with the activation energy E' increasing. The sum of the two energies seems to be 54894-9 Applied Rheology Volume 18 · Issue 5 Clay content dependence of zero-strain storage shear modulus, G' 0 (f V ), maximum loss shear modulus, G'' max (f V ), and zero-strain network breaking energy, W 0 (f V ), for EPDM-based nanocomposites at temperatures of 40 and 100°C and frequency of 0.3 Hz. Figure 8 : Temperature dependence of zero-strain storage shear modulus, G' 0 (T), maximum loss shear modulus,G'' max (T), and zero-strain network breaking energy, W 0 (T), for EPDM-based nanocomposites of 10 phr and 30 phr clay content and frequency of 0.3 Hz roughly constant, which has proved to be the case also for other filler loadings, not shown here. As in the filler case, this is in favour of the possible elucidation of peculiar dissipative mechanisms by partial recovery of the energy lost in the network breaking process. But, as mentioned, further experimental and theoretical work will be needed in the physics of elastomeric nanocomposites in order to be certain of such explanation.
From Figure 8 it is as well evident that, regarding the effect of temperature, the network breakdown energy is proportional to the third power of the storage modulus, too, vindicating Eq. 12 and so authenticating the origin of elastomer-filler interaction. This is another example of macroscopically enabled insight into nanoscale performance.
CONCLUSIONS
Rheological approach to mechanically characterize elastomeric nanocomposites with organomodified Montmorillonite clay has proved eligible in that it has, among the standard issues, clearly revealed certain curious properties, never met in composites with classical active fillers, such as carbon black and silica. On one hand, high surface activity of nanofiller and corresponding storage moduli may well be expected, if molecular intercalation and clay exfoliation are properly achieved during mixing. On the other, however, lowering of energy dissipation with increasing filler content and decreasing temperature is absolutely unusual, but could be highly beneficial for some practical purposes. Both phenomena stem from great efficiency of nanofiller, offering a plausible, although yet not conclusive explanation.
The foregoing analogous actions of filler and temperature indicate an otherwise usual superposition of the two effects by high filler loadings corresponding to low temperatures and vice versa. But in the case of energy dissipation this superposition, while still in power, implies equivalent states completely opposite to those obtained in elastomeric composites with classical fillers. Yielding low loss moduli at high contents of filler and low temperatures is a unique display among active fillers in elastomers.
Apart from surprising, but remarkable properties, the approach has disclosed another noteworthy finding with respect to these nanocom-posites: a possibility of pursuing nanoscale phenomena by macroscopic methods. Namely, a theoretical model devised to describe strain and thermally induced breakdown of elastomer-filler secondary network, together with rheological measurements yields not only the energies of elastomer-filler interactions, but also the insight into their very van der Waals nature.
